Our engineering department will work with your design to reduce the “Value Added” while increasing the “Value Engineering.” We try to develop a manufacturing friendly design that exceeds the customer’s requirements and saves them money at the same time.

Over 30 Stamping Presses
Bed Sizes up to 70 x 144”
Progressive, Automated & Hand Transfer

FBF is known best for:
- Delivering Your Parts Faster Than Our Competition
- Cost Effective Production Solutions & Creative Ways of Saving You Money
- High Quality Manufacturing and Exceeding Your Expectations for Quality
Our Fiber Optic Laser Cutting service delivers:

- Cleaner cuts than CO2 and Plasma Cutters
- Faster cutting speeds for longer run sizes
- Are great at cutting all types of steel & reflective metals
- Can cut pre-painted metal without burning the paint

CNC Turret Punching & Fabricating

- We Operate 3 Turret Presses
- We stock a wide variety of turret punch press tools
- Can handle sheets sizes up to 96” long
- FBF is known for better lead times than others
- Can punch metal up to .187 Thick
- Large inventory of tooling for Press Brakes

Metal Bending, Forming and Shearing

FBF started as a Tool and Die shop in 1942. In the 1970's, metal stamping and sheet metal fabrication were added. Today we have two buildings containing all the necessary equipment to support both your stamping and sheet metal requirements. In addition to the previously highlighted capabilities we also can do MIG and TIG welding, resistance welding, resistance and torch brazing and some light assembly.

Our Most Important Asset – An Experienced Team

FBF Inc. has over 30 employees, many of them with 20+ years with the company. Committed to producing high quality parts. We hold ourselves to a higher standard of quality than other companies and work together to exceed our customers' expectations.